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ABSTRACT: The configurations of nanoparticles (NPs) floating on liquid surfaces can be
largely affected by the NP shapes in combination with different NP−liquid coupling
strengths. Here, the behavior of ligated nanocubes (NCs) on liquid surfaces is studied as an
example of such NP floating by analytical methods and molecular dynamics simulations.
Depending on the NC−liquid coupling strength, NCs can sit on the liquid surface (weak),
be partly immersed in a tilted orientation (intermediate), or be fully immersed except for
the top facet (strong). The simulations reveal that configurations of clusters of self-
assembled NCs on liquid surfaces can be even more complex and also determined by the
NC−liquid and NC−NC coupling strengths, thus providing a rich spectrum of possible
superstructures formed.

Advanced experimental techniques, established in the last
two decades, have allowed the controlled synthesis of

highly monodisperse colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) with a
variety of compositions (cores and ligands),1,2 sizes,3−5 and
shapes.6−11 Such high-quality NPs have been reproducibly self-
assembled in bulk solutions,12,13 on various substrates,12 and
on the surfaces of solutions14−17 into many types of
superstructures and superlattices. The resulting coarse
materials have been of particular interest for their emergent
sieving, optical, catalytic, magnetic, electronic, and thermo-
electric properties.19−25

Recent studies have revealed that spherical NPs can self-
assemble on liquid surfaces into ultrathin single or binary
superlattices (SLs or BNSLs). The submergence depth of NPs
on liquid surfaces is controlled by the surface energies of the
liquids and the strengths of NP−liquid coupling,16 where the
types of superstructures formed are determined by a delicate
balance of anisotropic (surface) forces of comparable
magnitudes acting in these systems.16,26 These forces originate
in van der Waals (vdW), Coulombic, hydrophobic, and other
types of coupling1 given by the types of NPs, solvents, external
fields, and substrates used.
The self-assembly of aspherical NPs on liquid surfaces can

be particularly complex and lead to a rich spectrum of
superstructures. Here, we use analytical modeling and
molecular dynamics simulations to study nanocubes (NCs)
floating on liquid surfaces and examine the initial stages of
their clustering. In order to rationally design and synthesize
NPs superlattices at liquid surfaces, it is crucial to understand
the NPs’ self-assembly mechanisms through a detailed
modeling.

Recent experimental and molecular dynamics (MD) studies
revealed that spherical NPs floating on liquid surfaces favor
semi-immersed positions.16 However, it is less obvious how
aspherical NPs float on liquid surfaces and self-assemble,
dependent on the NP−liquid coupling strengths. Here, we
address these problems first by performing analytical modeling
to estimate the free energy of NC−liquid binding, ΔG, as a
function of an NC orientation and an immersion height, h.
Then, atomistic modeling is performed for naked and ligated
NCs at the water surface, considering a variable NC−liquid
coupling strength. Finally, the clustering of several NCs on
liquid surfaces is simulated.
Analytical Modeling of NCs Floating on Liquid Surfaces. Here,

we examine the floating modes of NCs on liquid surfaces, using
a simple analytical model for calculating Gibbs free energies of
individual NCs immersed in liquids, by expanding a previously
established basic procedure.16

As the NC becomes immersed in the liquid, it creates an
excess surface of the liquid due to the formation of a cavity in
it. The Gibbs free energy cost, G1, to create the excess liquid
surface area, Aexcess, can be estimated as G1 = γAexcess, where γ is
the surface tension of the liquid. G1 is offset by favorable
(mostly dispersive) interactions between molecules. These
interactions can be evaluated from the free energy, G2 =
G°Aimmerse, where G° is the free energy of NC−liquid binding
per unit area and Aimmerse is the immersed surface area of the
NC. To gain a better idea about G1 and G2, a model system is
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built with parameters evaluated for NC with a dodecanethiol-
passivated metal core, floating on diethylene glycol (DEG).
Then, we used G° ≈ −7 kcal/(mol·nm2) and γ ≈ 45 dyn/cm,
as in our earlier related studies.16

Figure 1A shows that the NC immersion in the liquid could
occur in flat and tilted orientations. Considering an NC with

the above parameters and the flat orientation, Figure 1B shows
the G1, G2, and ΔG = G1 + G2 dependences on the NC
immersion height h. They are obtained from G1 ∝ k1h and G2
∝ Gfacet − k2h (k1,2 > 0), where Gfacet < 0 is a free energy of
binding of a single (bottom) NC facet to DEG and k1 and k2
parameters depend on γ and G°. For the present γ and G°, G1
dominates (k1 > k2), giving ΔG ∝ Gfacet + (k1 − k2)h with an
absolute minimum of ΔG = Gfacet at h = 0 and a linear growth
for h > 0 (except at h, where G1, G2, and ΔG change
discontinuously once the top NC facet submerges). Therefore,
the selected NC should be lying flat on top of DEG. When the
NC−liquid coupling, G°, is increased by changing the ligands
or the underlying liquid, G2 should eventually surpass G1 (k2 >

k1) and NCs should gradually submerge in DEG. Because we
consider so far only the flat NC orientation, ΔG would have a
negative slope and reach an absolute minimum when NC is
fully immersed, except the top facet. Therefore, because of the
linear dependence of ΔG on h, NCs in a flat orientation can
either sit on the top of the liquid (weak NC−liquid coupling)
or be fully immersed in it (strong NC−liquid coupling). In
contrast, in spherical NPs, G1 ∝ k1′h2 and G2 ∝ − k2′h, giving a
local minimum in ΔG at certain h.16

Next, we separately explore NCs in tilted configurations,
having, for simplicity, a body diagonal orthogonal to the liquid
surface, as shown in Figure 1A. Figure 1C gives ΔG in such
cases as a function of h and parameters as before, except the
varied NC coupling to DEG interface (G°). Notice that when
G° is too small or too large, ΔG predicts that NC is either fully
exposed (weak coupling, e.g. G° ≥ −1 kcal/(mol·nm2)) or
fully submerged (strong coupling, e.g. G° ≤ −11 kcal/(mol·
nm2)). However, for intermediate NC−liquid coupling
strengths (−4 kcal/(mol·nm2) ≤ G° ≤ − 7 kcal/(mol·
nm2)), minima in ΔG are observed to form for partly
(approximately half) immersed NCs. In these intermediate
cases, we need to assume that NCs are tilted and partly
submerged in liquid, as in spherical NPs.
MD Simulations of NCs Floating on Liquid Surfaces. To

understand better the nature of NC immersion regimes
predicted by the analytical model, next, MD simulations of
naked solid NCs (fcc gold, 3 nm edge length) at the water
surface were carried out. For simplicity, different NC−water
coupling strengths were modeled by varying a parameter ε of
the vdW coupling strength in all NC atoms (Methods). Water
was selected because of its low viscosity (in contrast to DEG),
so that NCs can quickly equilibrate on the MD simulation time
scale.
Panels A and B of Figure 2 show the equilibrated

configurations of NCs at the water surface. For low NC−
water coupling strengths (ε > −0.1 kcal/mol), NCs remained
on the water surface without immersing, whereas for strong
NC−water coupling strengths (ε < − 0.5 kcal/mol), NCs
immersed into water. At intermediate NC−water coupling
strengths (−0.45 kcal/mol < ε < −0.1 kcal/mol), NCs were
partly submerged in tilted orientations.
Figure 2C shows the contact areas between NCs and water

as a function of ε. The NC−water contact area increases from
∼3800 Å (ε = −0.2 kcal/mol) to ∼6800 Å2 (ε = −0.45 kcal/
mol), showing that NCs with a stronger coupling to water
become gradually submerged, like spherical NPs.16 Interest-
ingly, body diagonals of NCs in tilted orientations are
misaligned by several degrees from the vector normal to the
liquid surface (4.5°−6.7°), as shown in Figure 2D.
Panels E−G of Figure 2, obtained also by MD simulations,

reveal how NCs coated with organic ligands of different
hydrophobicity float and submerge in water. The NCs had
hydrophobic (alkane, −S(CH2)11CH3), moderately hydro-
phobic (ether-terminated, −S(CH2)11OCH3), or hydrophilic
(alcohol-terminated, −S(CH2)12OH) ligands. Upon their
equilibration in MD simulations, NCs with alkane ligands do
not immerse, NCs with ether-terminated ligands assume tilted
orientations, and NCs with alcohol-terminated ligands
immerse in water. Ligands present on hydrophilic NC can
part at edges, leaving the hydrophobic alkyl groups of the
ligand exposed, resulting in incomplete NC immersion (Figure
2G; ligand parting is shown more clearly in Figure S3). As
ligand parting leads to creation of significant hydrophobic

Figure 1. Analytical model of NCs submerged at liquid surfaces. (A)
Schematic of NCs in flat and tilted orientations submerged in liquid.
(B) Free energy of an NC−DEG coupling, ΔG, as a function of
immersion height, h, for a flat NC orientation. The considered NC
has a 5 nm solid core, protected with a 1.5 nm thick ligand shell
(alkane), and is floating on diethylene glycol (DEG) (Methods).16

(C) Total free energy of NC−DEG coupling, ΔG, as a function of
NC immersion (tilted, body diagonal is vertical) height, h. The NC
size is as in panel B, but the strengths of favorable interactions
between ligands and DEG per unit of contact area are varied
according to the values of G° given in the legend. The black and gray
circles mark the global and local minima in ΔG, respectively.
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surfaces that water avoids, a water droplet is formed on the NC
top, which is hydrophilic because of the terminal −OH groups
of the ligands.
MD Simulations of NC Clustering. Finally, we tested the

clustering of 2−4 naked NCs (ε = −0.3 kcal/mol) on water.
Initially, these NCs were slightly separated and half-immersed
in water in flat orientations in (linear, L-shaped, staggered, or
shifted) arrangements shown in Figure 3 (insets). While many
other NC arrangements can be formed in experiments, these
representative arrangements are selected to exemplify the

structural richness of possible self-assembled structures. Once
the systems started to be simulated, NCs quickly tilted from
the initial flat orientations, approached each other via diffusion,
and bound via neighboring facets, thus forming stable
aggregates, as shown in Figures 3 and S1 (equilibration for
100 ns). Although the NCs’ binding was robust, individual
NCs were not perfectly aligned. Instead, they had slightly
shifted facet-to-facet contacts (Figure 3A, middle) or they were
rotated with respect to each other (Figure 3B, right).
Interestingly, small aggregates of NCs favored tilted immersed

Figure 2. (A) Three solvation regimes of NCs at the water surface, dependent on the vdW parameter, ε, of all NC atoms, as obtained in MD
simulations. (B) NC immersion regimes as a function of ε: no immersion, tilted immersion, and full immersion. (C) The immersed surface areas of
NCs as a function of ε. (D) Average angle, θ, that NC body diagonal forms with the normal vector of the liquid interface, shown for NCs in tilted
immersed states. Data shown in panels C and D are averaged over the last 90 ns of trajectories. (E−G) Three solvation regimes of ligated NCs
equilibrated for 100 ns at the water surface: NC coated with (E) −S(CH2)11CH3 ligands, (F) −S(CH2)11OCH3 ligands, and (G) −S(CH2)12OH
ligands.

Figure 3. (A) Configurations of two or three NC clusters (ε = −0.3 kcal/mol) in different initial arrangements (insets). In the initial states, the
NCs have 45 or 50 Å center-to-center distances. (B) Configurations of four NC clusters (ε = −0.3 kcal/mol) in different initial arrangements
(insets). In the initial state, the NCs have 45 Å center-to-center distances. All the snapshots are obtained after 100 ns of equilibration.
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configurations, similar to individual NCs, where the aggregate
shapes determined different immersions of individual NCs.
One can expect that similar configurations can be obtained for
NCs fully exposed or fully submerged in liquids, although
without being tilted. These NC organization principles also
determine the self-assembly of larger superlattices, which
would be possible to examine with coarse-grained simulations.
When more NCs are present on the liquid−air interface, two-
dimensional superlattices with periodically arranged NCs are
expected to form, where the orientation of NCs should depend
on the NC−liquid coupling strength and other parameters. For
example, one could imagine the formation of “Janus-type”
superstructures from hybrid types of NCs, where one type
would be submerged and the other type attached to it and
floating above it.
In conclusion, we have examined the immersion and

clustering (limited self-assembly) of anisotropic NCs at liquid
surfaces, using analytical modeling and atomistic MD
simulations. It was revealed that the strength of NC−liquid
interactions influences the immersion and orientations of NCs
and their aggregates. NCs at liquid surfaces had three different
and distinct immersion regimes, being in flat orientation on top
of the liquid, approximately half-immersed in a tilted
orientation, or fully immersed, as NC−liquid coupling
increases, in contrast to spherical NPs,16 which became
gradually more immersed as NP−liquid coupling increased.
While our solid core NCs had perfect cubic shapes, the ligated
NCs had rounded corners. Despite this difference, these NCs
show the same immersion behavior as perfect NCs. However,
if NCs had further cut corners, their immersion behavior
would eventually become similar to the behavior of spherical
NPs, so the NP would gradually immerse into the liquid as
NP−liquid coupling increases (distinct immersion regimes
would disappear). The submersion and floating of different
types of NPs, such as tetrahedral NPs, rods, etc. could lead to
the formation of many atypical superstructures. Experiments,
such as those conducted in ref 18, could be used to examine in
situ self-assembly of NCs and other anisotropic NPs on liquid
surfaces. The knowledge of NPs’ behavior at liquid surfaces
could be implemented in designs of NP-based materials.

■ METHODS

To understand the immersion behavior of single NCs at liquid
surfaces, we examined the major energetic contributions to NC
solvation.
Analytical Model. When a dodecanethiol-passivated metal

NC immerses in DEG,16 it creates a cavity with excess liquid
surface area, Aexcess. The Gibbs free energy cost to create the
excess surface area is G1 = γAexcess = γ(Aimmerse − Aslice), where γ
is the surface tension of DEG (≈45 dyn/cm), Aimmerse the
immersed surface area of NC, and Aslice the surface area of the
liquid prior to NC immersion. Aimmerse and Aslice depend on the
NC orientation at the interface. For a flat NC orientation at
the liquid surface (Figure 1A)
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The Gibbs free energy cost of creating excess liquid surface
area is offset by favorable interactions between the liquid and
the NC surface. These favorable interactions are evaluated as
G2 = G°Aimmerse, where G° is the free energy of NC−liquid
binding per unit area. For the dodecanethiol-passivated gold
NP immersed in DEG, G° ≈ −7 kcal/mol·nm2.16 A wider
range of G° is probed in modeling the immersion of NCs in
tilted orientations, as defined in the legend of Figure 1C.
Therefore, we scan different NC−liquid binding strengths to
ensure the validity of our model for different types of NCs and
liquids. The total Gibbs free energy of NC−liquid binding as a
function of immersion height is obtained as ΔG = G1 + G2.
This model neglects the effects of gravity, because the
gravitational potential energy of an NC (7.9 × 10−10 kcal/
mol for 3.07 nm edge gold NC to move by 1 nm because of
gravity) is orders of magnitude smaller than the NC−liquid
interaction energy (several kilocalories per mole per 1 nm2

surface of NC).
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Atomistic simulations were

performed to investigate the behavior of NCs on liquid
surfaces. In all simulations, solid core NCs were prepared by
cutting a face-centered cubic lattice, based on gold atoms
(Au−Au bond length of 2.88 Å), into NCs with 3.07 nm
(naked) or 5.1 nm (ligated) edge lengths. In systems where
ligand-coated NCs were studied, thiolated ligands were
covalently bound via Au−S bonds to NC facets, with the
surface density of 0.3949 ligands per one Au atom. Three types
of ligands were examined: −S(CH2)11CH3, −S(CH2)11OCH3,
and −S(CH2)12OH. These ligands were built in the Gaussview
graphical interface and distributed on NC facets using our own
code. The prepared solid core and ligated NCs were solvated
in TIP3P water with the solvate VMD plugin.27 In simulations,
NCs were initially positioned halfway immersed at the water
surface.
Atoms of solid core NCs had varying vdW coupling

parameter, ε, which controls the strength of NC−water
interactions. In our simulations, ε = −0.1, −0.2, −0.25, −
0.3, −0.4, −0.45, −0.5, and −0.7 kcal/mol were selected as
model coupling strengths. In systems with ligated NCs, the
ligands were described with CHARMM36 general force field
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parameters.28,29 MD simulations were performed with the
NAMD2.12 package.30 All simulations were conducted with
Langevin dynamics (a Langevin constant of γLang = 0.01 ps−1)
in the NVT ensemble at T = 300 K. The particle-mesh Ewald
method was used to calculate long-range Coulomb interaction
energies, with periodic boundary conditions applied in all
directions.31 The time step was set to 2.0 fs. The evaluation of
long-range vdW and Coulombic interactions was performed
every 1 and 2 time steps, respectively. After 20 000 steps of
minimization, the systems were equilibrated. All the systems
examined and the simulations performed are summarized in
Table S1. Images of simulated systems were prepared using
VMD and Tachyon ray tracing.27

Data Analysis. The extent of immersion of solid core NCs at
the water surface was characterized by calculating the NC−
water surface area, aimm(t), as a function of time, defined as

= + −a t a a t a t( )
1
2

( ( ) ( ))imm NC sol tot (5)

where aNC, awat(t), and atot(t) are the solvent accessible surface
areas (SASAs) of the NC, water, and NC and water together,
respectively. The evaluation was done by the SASA built-in
VMD plugin.27

For solid core NCs in tilted orientations, average angles
between their body diagonals and the vector normal to the
liquid surface were calculated. Each body diagonal was taken to
be the vector from a Au atom on one corner of the cube
(either the most deeply immersed or opposite of the most
deeply immersed corner) and the center of the 3 Au atoms at
the opposite corner of the cube.
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